Maximum Value Declaration
for registered baggage or live animals in hold
NAME

_

SURNAME

_

ADDRESS
ZIP CODE

_

CITY

COUNTRY
PHONE

FAX

E-MAIL
FLIGHT

DATE

_

BAGGAGE LABEL NUMBER

_

Please list in detail the items sent and their value:
1………………………….

………

6.………………………….

…….…

2.………………………….

………

7.………………………….

……….

3.………………………….

………

8.…………………………..

……….

4.………………………….

………

9.…………………………..

…….…

5…………………………..

……….

10………………………….

……….

Declared total value (€uro 1.000,00 maximum):

€uro

Price amount
(equal to 10% of the total declared value,
with a minimum value of €uro 50,00):
€uro _
NB: In case of damage the maximum compensation value will be equal to the Declared Total Value.
With the subscription of the form the contractor confirms to have read and understood the Carriage Conditions and the main
Insurance Conditions

Date

Signature and Ticketing Office stamp

Signature
1st copy for the contractor – enclose the MCO passenger cupon proving the price payment
2nd copy for the PTP office – enclose a MCO audit coupon

1

Main Insurance Conditions Summary

Insurance Company:

INA Assitalia S.p.A.

Covering term:

From the moment in which the baggage is
handed over to Air Italy to the moment in which
it is delivered by Air Italy to the insured
passenger. Insurance is valid until luggage
delivery or until midnight of the thirtieth day
from the moment of landing.

Covering object:

The policy insures registered luggage for all
damages undergone during the transportation on
board public duty aircrafts or “chartered” flights,
with the exception of foreseen exclusions.

Territorial limits:

Europe

Main exclusions:

Damages or charges due to a fraudulent
behaviour of the policy owner;
Damages or charges due to weight or volume
loss or due to insured items wear and tear;
Damages or charges due to time lags;
Damages due to atomic or nuclear weapons use.

Insured maximum amount:

Euro 1.000,00 per passenger

This document is a policy synthesis and it has been issued in order to inform customers about the law uses.
It doesn’t foresee insurance covering limits and conditions and it doesn’t modify or alter limits and conditions enclosed in the policy.
As consequence of what written above, the original policy remains the only valid document useful to prove and to determine the contractual
obligation of the parts rising from the above-mentioned insurance agreement.

General transportation conditions
The general transportation conditions are available at http://www.airitaly.com/en/beforetheflight/conditions.aspx
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